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We live in an increasingly global world,
which means that many of us must
communicate in several different
languages on a daily basis.
By using WordFinder, you'll be able to communicate more
effectively and work more productively with all forms of
written communication. You can rest assured that the
translation you get is correct. WordFinder has the market's
absolute broadest assortment from leading publishers and is
the market's fastest and most flexible service for finding the
right translation, term or synonym.

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

Many multinational corporations have English as
their corporate language. Everything that should
go up in the organization needs to be in English.
Many people that don’t have English as their
native language still needs to read and write in
English

WordFinder Unlimited is aimed for anyone
reading and writing in a foreign language.
WordFinder Unlimited will help you find the right
word independent of the plattform or software
you are using.

The customers will save time, money and
frustration when writing documents in a foreign
language. The result of their communication will
also be much better
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The indispensable communication tool

The words you want anywhere, anytime

Availability
This specific solution is ideal for Corporate and
Enterprise Partners for effective business
communication. Available on a global scale with
over 500 dictionaries in 26 languages to provide
proficiency and faster utilization for effective
business communiation.

Functionality
Works interactively with all Microsoft’s
applications
Corporate terminology

Industry focus
We target
• Corporations
• Governments and Organizations
• Schools and Universities
• Translators and Language Service Providers (LSP)

Application integration
Works interactively with Microsoft Azure
Platform. It’s a perfect Add-On to Modern
Workplace-Office 365
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Multinational corporations
The service will help multinational corporations to
communicate more effectively on a global scale.

Cost savings
When using the service organizations will save costs
when people are working more effectively and both
internal and external communications will be much
more productive

Security
Using WordFinder you can feel safe and secure, searches
are conducted offline or via an encrypted connection.
You don't have to worry about where your searches go.

Ørsted ranked the most
sustainable company in the
world
"We've selected WordFinder to offer our employees the possibility of
accessing dictionaries anywhere in the world, regardless of location
and internet availability. Moreover, it was possible for us to
incorporate our own business-specific terminology in the same
application.“

Lone Kanstrup, Lead Language Consultant in Internal
Communication at Ørsted

Tailor-Made Solutions

Seamless Integration

Ørsted chose WordFinder because the solution
can be tailored to suit the company’s business
and growth needs very quickly and is compatible
across all platforms – phones, tablets, and
laptops.

WordFinder integrates seamlessly with all
Microsoft Office programs. This means employees
can instantly look up and paste words directly
from and into e.g. Word. Further, users can
download the dictionaries to use offline wherever
they go.

Quantifiable Results
Cost Savings Framework
Increasing efficiency and productivity will reduce
costs within the organization.

Channel partner success:

For Schools and Universities

For e-mail and technical documents

For daily communication

“WordFinder is a great help for staff and students
at the University of Gothenburg and Chalmers,
both for learning about and communicating in
foreign languages.”

“WordFinder is very useful in my e-mail with
colleagues around the world and when I am
writing technical documents. The program is very
flexible when I work with English and German.
Moreover, it is great that you can choose different
specialty areas, like business and technical
dictionaries.”

“Permobil, the world leader in innovative
powered wheelchairs, uses WordFinder in the
daily communication. WordFinder helps us as
well with our internal as external communication
worldwide.”

Lennart Jareteg, IT Co-ordinator, University of
Gothenburg

Jimmy Karlsson, Process Engineer/IT-manager,
Celanese Emulsions Norden AB

Lasse Johansson, IT Director, Permobil AB
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